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aving recently passed the 30th anniversary of the death of Paul A. Schwartz, this seems an apt

time to take stock of his many contributions to neotropical ornithology, which, as we shall see,

played a key role in the emergence of birding in South America. Schwartz’s towering stature is

too little appreciated within the birding community, even though he was revered by some luminaries

who are no longer with us, such as Ted Parker, Alexander Skutch, and Irby Davis, and is still fondly re-

called by the friends, colleagues, and younger ornithologists whom I interviewed, many of whom toil

in his wake even now to make sense of the South American avifauna.

Schwartz’s achievements were primarily in six areas. First, he was arguably the first great photographer of South
American birds, working mostly in color and often with his subjects at the nest, and he was likely the first to use a
movie camera to record bird behavior in South America. Second, his field research demonstrated for the first time that
certain nearctic migrants, such as Northern Waterthrush, return each winter to the same territories in South America.
Third, he was the first to tape-record the voices of South American birds, and his personal collection of recordings,
which was the largest in the world at the time of his death, remains one of the two or three largest bodies of such work

in a publicly accessible sound archive. Fourth, he realized the scientific value of collecting specimens of
the birds he recorded, and his personal collection of skins and recordings was the first ornithological
archive to include both morphologic and behavioral (auditory) specimens. Fifth, he was the first to ap-
ply the nascent study of vocal analysis using sound spectrograms to problems of avian taxonomy in South
America. And sixth, Schwartz himself and the Instituto Neotropical that he founded became a major
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source of logistical and informational
support, assistance, encouragement,
and facilitation for two generations of
neotropical ornithological researchers
and birders during the last half of the
20th century.
I first set out to learn about

Schwartz as part of my research on
the life of Ted Parker because I knew
that Parker had dedicated his now
classic Voices of the Peruvian Rainfor-
est recording (1985) to Schwartz
(and also to William W. H. Gunn,
another of Parker’s recording idols).
But I could find very little informa-
tion about Schwartz’s life—except
that a few neotropical experts I ap-
proached thought he had been a
refrigerator repairman or air condi-
tioner salesman. The information I finally was
able to unearth, after making contact with his family and interviewing
two dozen people who knew him or admire his work, told a very dif-
ferent and very rich story.
Contrary to what I expected, Schwartz was not an expatriate Euro-

pean, but an American. He was born on 23 August 1917 in York, Penn-
sylvania. He became fascinated by the natural world and especially birds
while taking his binoculars and roaming the fields and forests on the
outskirts of Yorkshire, a small farming village where he spent his form-
ative years. Even while still in grade school, he was concerned about the
wellbeing of birds. His brother told me that he would rush through the
hayfields just before harvest season to mark nests so that farmers would
be alerted not to mow over them.
Later, Schwartz earned a degree in engineering at Carnegie Tech in

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and then joined the York Air Conditioner
Company as a refrigeration engineer. Having studied Spanish, he was
sent on business trips to Peru and Chile, and not long before the Japan-
ese attack on Pearl Harbor he was sent to Panama, where he remained
through World War II, partly to service refrigeration systems aboard U.S.
submarines coming through the canal.
Not until marrying and moving to Venezuela in 1947 as Managing Di-

rector and part-owner of York’s northern South America operations was
Schwartz’s fascination with birds rekindled. He and his wife Grace

Trained as an engineer, businessman

Paul A. Schwartz (1917–1979) went

on to become one of the giants of

neotropical ornithology. Schwartz

is especially notable for how he

advanced our understanding of vocal

complexity in South American birds.

In this photo from the late 1950s,

Schwartz is shown in the field with

an eight-millimeter movie camera.

Photo by © Ramón Rivero.
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moved into an area of Caracas overlooking a forested ravine,
and one day while lying in a hammock he noticed an Ameri-
can Redstart flitting about. He found himself unexpectedly and
thrillingly reminded of his youthful rambles in Yorkshire, and
quickly shifted the focus of his leisure-time photography to-
ward the avian denizens in and around the capital city. Over the
next 15 years, he became one of the world’s great bird photog-
raphers. Thomas Gilliard of the American Museum remarked
in 1959 that “South America has never had an Audubon, but
Schwartz has made a good start in that direction with his pho-
tographs” (York Dispatch 1959). He contributed numerous
striking photos to popular calendars and books (Gilliard 1958,
Allen 1961, Bates 1964), and even to Venezuelan stamps hon-
oring his adoptive country’s natural heritage. One of these
stamps was displayed in the Venezuelan pavilion at the 1962
Seattle World’s Fair, where his (later) bird song recordings were
broadcast to provide the proper atmosphere for visitors.
In 1953, Schwartz met Ernst Schäfer, a professor at Central

University, Caracas, who was also the Director of the Biologi-
cal Research Station at Rancho Grande in Henri Pittier National
Park, established in 1937 as Venezuela’s first such preserve.
Rancho Grande is the legendary study site—until 1945 an
abandoned, unfinished hotel and retreat—where William

Beebe of the American Museum spent several field seasons
(Gould 2004). Likely it was from Schäfer that Schwartz learned
some basic ornithological field techniques, which he put to use
starting in 1956 when he discovered a population of wintering
Northern Waterthrushes at a botanical garden located conve-
niently near his business office.
Working in the early morning before his business day,

Schwartz used mist-nets (then a relatively new technology) and
banded hundreds of waterthrushes and other warblers. His
data demonstrated that these migrants returned each season to
the same winter territories (Schwartz 1963, 1964b). Along with
similar research by David and Barbara Snow in Trinidad (Snow
and Snow 1960), this important finding generated an entire
subfield of migratory bird research and laid the foundation for
our current appreciation of the vital need to conserve neotrop-
ical migrant species’ winter habitats “down south” along with
their breeding grounds here in the north temperate zone.
Since Schwartz was an amateur “ornithologist” with a full-

time day job who was already engaged in time-consuming field
research, it is remarkable that in the mid-1950s he also em-
barked on another facet of his bird studies, made possible by
an innovation in recording technology that would eventually
catalyze a sweeping change in ornithological field work in

Schwartz was a prolific photographer, but his greatest contributions were in the area of sound recordings. Many species were recorded
for the first time in South America by Schwartz in the 1950s and 1960s. Examples include: Barred Antshrike (left), recorded for the first
time in South America by Schwartz in 1956, one year after the very first audio recording of the species, by Arthur Allen, in Veracruz Mexico;
Copper-rumped Hummingbird (middle), recorded for the first time anywhere in the world by Schwartz, in the 1950s; and Pied Water-
Tyrant (right), also recorded for the first time anywhere by Schwartz, in the 1950s.

Barred Antshrike. Venezuela; 1950s. Photo by Paul A. Schwartz,
courtesy of © The Estate of Paul A. Schwartz.

Copper-rumped Hummingbird. Caracas, Venezuela; 1950s. Photo
by Paul A. Schwartz, courtesy of © The Estate of Paul A. Schwartz.
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South America in the later decades of the 20th century. During
a visit home to the U.S. in 1953, Schwartz somehow made con-
tact with Peter Paul Kellogg of the Cornell Lab of Ornithology.
Kellogg was an indefatigable proselytizer for avian sound

recording, who through his many public lectures—perhaps
Schwartz heard him in Philadelphia or York—prompted many
of the earliest bird recordists to take up microphones and lug
heavy “portable” recorders into the field. We have no record of
their meeting, but it must have been inspiring for both because
by mid-1955 Cornell had loaned Schwartz a Magnemite hand-
cranked tape recorder—one of the earliest truly portable such
devices—and he madly set about taping every species he could
find in the parks and on the edges of Caracas.
Thus began a love affair with the systematic recording and sci-

entific study of bird sound that would find Schwartz in the fore-
front of a revolutionary endeavor to document neotropical birds’
vocal repertoires. The fact that 21st-century birders now have
available an array of recordings of most neotropical birds can be
directly traced to Schwartz’s work. In fact, his recordings are still
regularly included in the burgeoning assortment of birdsong
CDs, audiobooks, DVDs, and MP3 files available today. Because
visual identification is difficult in many tropical habitats, know-
ing bird vocalizations is de rigueur for successful birding in the
neotropics. The wider availability of bird recordings in the 1970s
and 1980s was itself a catalytic element in the emergence of
neotropical bird tours and birding. Ted Parker used to say—only
half in jest—that the only use for one’s eyes when birding in the
rainforest is to watch where to put your feet.
Before long, Schwartz had outfitted an old VW microbus for

camping during his field work, and—often with an assistant and
sometimes even his young daughter, Kristin—he began regular-
ly making weekend treks into the Llanos of central Venezuela, a

Pied Water-Tyrant. Caracas, Venezuela; 1950s. Photo by
Paul A. Schwartz, courtesy of © The Estate of Paul A. Schwartz.

In a typical field scene from the Llanos of Venezuela in the
late 1950s or 1960s, Schwartz is shown with a large parabolic
microphone, Volkswagen microbus, and camping tent.
Photo © by Ramón Rivero.

Schwartz used equipment that was state of the art at the
time. In this photo from an unknown location in the 1960s,
note the heavy NAGRA recorder hanging from Schwartz’s
neck. Photo © by Ramón Rivero.



seasonally flooded savanna “flatland extending from horizon to
horizon,” as he would later describe it in the narration for his
first long-playing record of bird songs (Schwartz 1964a).
In order to obtain the finest recordings, Schwartz upgraded

from his Magnemite to a battery-powered Uher recorder, and
later he used a variety of NAGRA recorders, renowned as the
finest and most durable portable reel-to-reel machines ever
made. According to his daughter, he prided himself on making
“perfect” recordings. He was incredibly patient and almost al-
ways used a very large (90-centimeter) parabolic reflector. The
consistently nonpareil quality of Schwartz’s recordings was in
no small measure due to his consistent use of that huge parabo-
la, which was sometimes packed into the hinterlands on mule-
back, along with his NAGRA recorder and other equipment.
A little-appreciated additional facet of Schwartz’s work was

his recognition of how critical it was to collect whenever pos-
sible the very bird that he had just recorded, a so-called
“voucher specimen.” Collecting (that is to say, killing and stuff-
ing) birds was a necessary part of his work, since that was the
only way to insure the proper identification of the target bird

in the first place. Van Remsen, the
Louisiana State University neotropi-
cal expert, has wryly noted (personal
communication) the humility that
rapidly accrues to neophyte field or-
nithologists in the tropical forest who
make a sight identification of a bird,
only to find when they collect it that
their initial identification did not even
place the bird in the correct family!
Having a voucher specimen means that
the precise origin of a particular vocal-
ization can always be verified by other
researchers, and this maintains the sci-
entific integrity of the endeavor, an aim
from which Schwartz refused to stray.
The reader should keep in mind that

in order for Schwartz to learn the birds
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Top: Schwartz’s base of operations was the dilapidated Rancho
Grande, at the time an abandoned and unfinished hotel and
retreat. Henri Pittier National Park, Venezuela; December 1976.
Photo by © Andrea Priori.

Middle: An early publication by Schwartz on the Rusty-breasted
Antpitta attracted the attention of field ornithologists in tropical
America. Santa Marta Mountains, Colombia; January 1971.
Photo by © John Dunning–VIREO.

Bottom: Dean Amadon (right) was struck by Schwartz’s boundless
energy. (Schwartz at left, unidentified boat operator at rear.)
Río Negro, Venezuela; 1972. Photo by Albert Earl Gilbert, courtesy
of © Lynx Edicions.
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of Venezuela during the 1950s and
1960s, when no relevant field guide had
yet been created, he had only the scientific lit-
erature and museum study collections to aid
him. Taken with the ever-present issues of
subspecies, clinal variation, and misidenti-
fied specimens, the process of learning an
essentially undescribed avifauna was ardu-
ous. Published descriptions of vocalizations
were virtually nonexistent. The first South
American bird guide, The Birds of Colombia,
by Meyer de Schauensee of the Academy of
Natural Sciences in Philadelphia, was not
published until 1964, and although it was
certainly a landmark, it was in essence a
compendium of morphological descrip-
tions based on museum specimens.
In the early years of his bird study,

Schwartz spent hours at La Colección
Phelps in Caracas, a world-class museum
collection of Venezuelan birds that had
been established in 1938 by William Phelps
and managed thereafter by Phelps and his
son, Billy. Schwartz also made occasional
trips to museums in the U.S., during which
he established fruitful relationships with the
leading neotropical ornithologists of the
day, including Alexander Wetmore at the
Smithsonian Institution, Eugene Eisenmann at the American
Museum of Natural History, and Kenneth Parkes at the
Carnegie Museum. He was named a Research Associate of the
Cornell Lab of Ornithology in 1957 and continued that asso-
ciation for the rest of his life, with a similar
appointment to the Carnegie Museum.
Since Schwartz’s new ornithological en-

deavors comprised more than a full-time job,
he realized that he had to devise some way to
make it feasible to proceed with what was to
become his life’s work. In 1956 he established
what he called the Instituto Neotropical, the
purpose of which was “to foment an ever
greater interest in, and feeling for, the need to
conserve our natural resources, where lie the

really true, really basic values in life” (Schwartz 1964a). Then,
in a bold move in 1962, he formally retired from his business
career and began to live largely on his savings. His only new in-
come would come from the Venezuelan government, since he
was appointed—perhaps at Schäfer’s behest when he left

Venezuela to return to Europe—Director of Avian Re-
search at the Biological Research Station at Ran-

cho Grande. That is where he situated
his fledgling Instituto, which in reali-
ty consisted of Schwartz himself, a
field assistant named Ramón
Rivero, and at times a taxidermist
(Antonio Bermúdez) and a cook.
Though he had to wrangle some-
times even to get his nominal salary,
he set about devoting all his time to
field work and to the scientific
study of bird sounds.
At Rancho Grande, Schwartz was

allowed free use of living space as
well as room to store both his spec-
imen collection (requiring constant
dehumidification) and an ever-ex-
panding library of recordings in the
crumbling, dripping, vine-over-
grown hulk of a building. He led a
nearly monk-like existence: The im-
provised water system provided

only cold showers, meals were Spartan, and the power supply
was unreliable, but his irrepressible hunger for knowledge, his
scientific discipline, and his far-reaching vision kept him going,
even when—as happened more than

Schwartz directly influenced the careers of
many field ornithologists and some bird artists
working in the neotropics in the latter half of
the 20th century—among them Albert Earl
Gilbert, whose magnificent paintings of guans
and curassows were inspired by time spent
in the field with Schwartz. Black Curassow.
Field study painting from the Caura River region
of Venezuela, 1968, by Albert Earl Gilbert,
courtesy of © Lynx Edicions.

Students of neotropical ornithology will smile
at Schwartz’s footwear in this undated photo
from Bolívar state in Venezuela. Schwartz wore
the same brand of shoe—Converse sneakers—
that would later be made famous by the great
Ted Parker. Photo by Albert Earl Gilbert, courtesy
of © Lynx Edicions.
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once—there was little food to eat.
Following the publication of his research on migrant war-

blers, and because of his photography and an early publica-
tion in Spanish (Schwartz 1957), as well as his robust
correspondence with neotropical museum men, Schwartz was
becoming known to ornithologists, naturalists, and nature
writers across South and Central America, as well as
in the U.S. A steady stream of field biologists, nat-
uralists, and birders began to flow through Rancho
Grande as well as the Schwartz home in Caracas
and—later—Maracay. Numerous publications by
a Who’s Who of neotropical specialists, including
Alexander Skutch, David Snow, William Belton,
Irby Davis, Dean Amadon, Jean Delacour, Helmut
Sick, Eugene Eisenmann, Jürgen Haffer, Ray-
mond Paynter, Edwin Willis, Yoshika Oniki,
Charles Vaurie, Thomas Gilliard, Michael
Gochfeld, Wesley Lanyon, Bill Hardy, John Dun-
ning, Anne LaBastille, John Weske, John Fitz-
patrick, John O’Neill, George Lowery, Kenneth
Parkes, Roger Tory Peterson, Richard ffrench,
Robert Ridgely, Steve Hilty, Ted Parker and
many others, attest to the ready assistance, ex-
pertise, hospitality, access to skins and record-
ings, and other information that Schwartz
provided to one and all who shared his inter-

est in neotropical bird and nature study.
Dean Amadon, who visited with the bird artist

Albert Earl Gilbert to research curassows and
guans for the cracid family book they would pro-
duce with Jean Delacour (Delacour and Amadon
1973), was struck by Schwartz’s tremendous drive
and stamina in the field. He noted that after a long
day of tromping around after curassows, and
when the others had retired to their tents for the
night, Schwartz would head out in search of owls
and nightjars to record, returning hours later. He
would sleep for only a few hours and then arise
at dawn to begin the next day’s work with his
colleagues.
Another visitor was the great pioneer nearctic

bird recordist William W. H. Gunn, who came
down from Canada in 1959 to record birds at a
ranch in the Llanos. With Schwartz’s logistical

help, Gunn was able to produce the first commercially available
recording of South American birds’ voices. He duly acknowl-
edged Schwartz’s assistance, such as correcting some misiden-
tifications, but later joked that Schwartz probably went back to
the same ranch later because “he felt it had to be done a lot
better—he was a perfectionist!” In 1961, Schwartz’s recording
mentor, Peter Paul Kellogg, also visited him for a field trip to

Not surprisingly, Schwartz collaborated with researchers from the
Cornell Lab of Ornithology, among them Peter Paul Kellogg.One of
the greatest figures in the history of natural-sounds recording, Kel-
logg is shown in this photo from the Orinoco region of Venezuela in
1961. Photo probably by Paul A. Schwartz, courtesy of © Ramón Rivero.

In the early 1960s, Schwartz produced four commercially available LP
records that are remarkable—even by modern standards—for their
sound quality. This photo of Schwartz in his recording studio at Henri
Pittier National Park in Venezuela in the 1960s was probably taken by
Schwartz himself. Photo courtesy of © Ramón Rivero.
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Bolívar state in the Orinoco region, and they made some
recordings together.
In the early 1960s, Schwartz produced in his own sound

“studio” at Rancho Grande a series of four long-playing records
that together comprised more than 150 species’ vocalizations.
These commercially available records—one released in Japan—
were notable for pristine sound quality that is remarkable even
by today’s standards. They cemented his international reputa-
tion as a premier bird recordist, although they received far too
little distribution. Sometimes Schwartz used
his recordings when he gave public lectures,
and Chris Parrish recalled that on one occasion
at a Caracas Audubon Society meeting,
Schwartz even began to dance for the audience
in a salsa rhythm to the song of one of the her-
mits (distinctive tropical hummingbirds with
rhythmic songs). Such was his passion for birds,
and for dancing—but also for life itself.
Schwartz’s recordings—whether on vinyl or

circulated privately on tape—made available for
the first time bird vocalizations that had been
known up until the mid-1960s only to some in-
digenous peoples and a few dedicated field
workers and collectors who resided—or spent
lengthy periods—in the neotropics, such as Mel-
bourne Carriker, Helmut Sick, Alexander Skutch,

François Haverschmidt, Rolf Grantsau, Maria Koepcke, David
and Barbara Snow, Claes Olrog, William Belton, Edwin Willis,
and John O’Neill. Until Schwartz’s and Gunn’s recordings be-
came available, field ornithologists and the few intrepid
neotropical birders of the day—among them Stuart Keith, Joe
Taylor, Victor Emanuel, Tom Davis, Arnold Small, Ben Coffey,
Chris Parrish, Michel Kleinbaum, and Guy Tudor—had had
no quick way to glean such information short of spending
weeks and months in the field painstakingly learning the songs
and calls bird by bird. And, lacking a voucher specimen, they
could not even be sure that the proper association between bird
(species) and newly learned vocalization had been made—es-
pecially in such challenging families as Tyrannidae (tyrant fly-
catchers), Furnariidae (ovenbirds), and Formicariidae and
Thamnophilidae (antbirds). Such daunting work would not be
more fully realized until Ted Parker and others of his genera-
tion entered South America in the early 1970s, but that is an-
other story.
Schwartz was visited in the late 1960s by some of the very

first birding tours to South America, led by Peter Alden of the
Massachusetts Audubon Society. Alden recalls that Schwartz
would always take time to charm the tour members when they
stopped in to see his bird collection at Rancho Grande. In the
early 1970s, Alden and Betsy Thomas (of the newly founded
Caracas Audubon Society) organized the first South American
Christmas Bird Count in Henri Pittier National Park. True to his
resolutely scientific stance and compulsive perfectionism, how-

A 1972 paper by Schwartz in Condorwas paradigm-shifting. In the
paper, Schwartz analyzed differences in vocal patterns in the genus
Micrastur (forest-falcons) to argue for full-species status in what is
now recognized as the Lined Forest-Falcon. Schwartz’s paper un-
leashed a torrent of taxonomic revisions in the South American avi-
fauna—still very much ongoing—based on vocal data. Río Tigre,
Peru; August 1993. Photo by © José Alvarez Alonso–VIREO.

Toward the end of Schwartz’s life, the Cornell Lab of Ornithology
wisely copied all known recordings made by Schwartz. Shown here
are Andrea Priori and Jim Gulledge copying Schwartz’s tapes at Henri
Pittier National Park, Venezuela, in December 1976. Photo by Paul A.
Schwartz, courtesy of © Andrea Priori.
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P.P. Kellogg, Wesley Lanyon, Robert Stein, Bill Hardy, Joe Mar-
shall, and others who had worked on nearctic and Caribbean
species, Schwartz began to utilize spectrographic analysis of bird
vocalizations to rethink species limits in several South American
genera. By creating and analyzing sound spectrograms (“sound
pictures”) of birds’ songs using first—in the late 1940s and ear-
ly 1950s—an oscilloscopic “vibralyzer,” and soon thereafter, a
Sona-Graph machine, these pioneers quickly made strides to-
ward being able to distinguish scientifically between very similar-
appearing or similar-sounding birds, thereby refining avian
taxonomy. Schwartz was so excited by this sort of work (see
Schwartz 1970) that he acquired his own huge Kay Elemetrics
Company Sona-Graph machine to make sound spectrograms.
Soon he was not only working out his own taxonomic conun-
drums, but also producing sound spectrograms to assist other
recordists and ornithologists who provided him with their tapes.
Perhaps the most influential of Schwartz’s taxonomic contri-

butions was his landmark paper advocating a split in forest-
falcon (Micrastur) species based on vocal analysis (Schwartz
1972a). This paper and its ripple effect had a profound impact
on the next generation of neotropical recordists and systema-
tists, including Ted Parker, Bret Whitney, Mark Robbins, Mor-
ton and Phyllis Isler, Kevin Zimmer, Tom Schulenberg, Andrew
Whittaker, Niels Krabbe, Paul Coopmans, and others. Schwartz
also produced similar analyses of the vocalizations of some
caprimulgid, toucanet, and ovenbird species (Schwartz 1968,
1972b, Vaurie and Schwartz 1972). The die had been cast: This
new analytic tool could be wielded powerfully to analyze South
American species limits, and along with other behavioral data
such as foraging strategies and nest architecture, could tip the
balance in difficult taxonomic dilemmas. The possibilities for
insight into avian diversity on “the Bird Continent” were seem-
ingly endless. Today it is almost routine for dedicated South
American birders to speculate that the subtle differences be-
tween the voices of geographically separated populations of a
suboscine species (whose songs are innate, not learned) may
reflect genetic—and therefore, species-level—differences. Un-
fortunately, although there are many such examples, the field
work involved to support scientific proof of a new species is
time-consuming and costly, and habitat destruction may cause
extinctions before some new, split-off species are ever formal-
ly described to science.
By the mid-1970s, Schwartz had become concerned that his

vast collection of recordings might be in jeopardy either from
flood or earthquake, or perhaps because any shift in the polit-
ical winds might cause questions to be raised about his pro-
prietorship of the collection. Schwartz alerted the Library of
Natural Sound at Cornell, then under the leadership of Doug
Lancaster and Jim Gulledge, and expressed his wish to have
copies made from his master tapes. In 1976, the library board

ever, Schwartz begged off participating because he felt that any
effort with such a small party could not possibly provide a valid
sample of the avifauna.
In the 25 years of his recording career, Schwartz ventured

into virtually every corner of Venezuela, as well as parts of
Brazil, Peru, Suriname, the Caribbean, and Central America.
Even at the end of his life, Schwartz’s collection of recordings
and voucher specimens remained unrivaled. Such is the way of
the true pioneer—to be the first at his craft and the first in his
chosen pathway—but additional ingredients crucial to his suc-
cess were Schwartz’s indefatigable energy and single-minded
drive, even though these caused him to lose several marriages
during the course of his life. Remarkable as it may seem today,
his sound collection included the very first recordings of hun-
dreds of species. He ultimately recorded around 800 species—
nearly one fourth of all South American birds and one tenth of
all bird species then known in the world.
Were it only for his tremendous contribution to avian sound

data collection, Schwartz would deserve a position in the
neotropical ornithological pantheon, but his inquiring mind, sci-
entific exactitude, and dedication led to yet another ground-
breaking contribution that would alter thinking about avian
taxonomy in the neotropics. Following in the path of Irby Davis,

Despite a heart condition, Schwartz was active through his last
years. In the 1970s, for example, he collaborated with the well-
known British ornithologist David Snow on an investigation into
the complex behavior of the Wire-tailed Manakin. Pucacuro,
Peru; October 1992. Photo by © José Alvarez Alonso–VIREO.
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approved such an effort, and generous financial contributions
from John Dunning (the great neotropical bird photographer)
and Walter Thurber (himself an early neotropical bird
recordist) eventually made it possible. Arrangements were
made for Gulledge and sound archivist Andrea Priori to spend
three weeks in December 1976 at Rancho Grande, and after
some nightmarish and darkly comic logistical struggles, this
prodigious undertaking began. It required six NAGRA
recorders that were kept running virtually round the clock
while concurrent work was being done shooting microfilm
copies of all the associated, meticulously hand-written data
sheets. Tireless effort by all concerned eventually assured the
project’s success, and today copies of all known Paul Schwartz
recordings—numbering at least 6,376 cuts—are archived at
Cornell’s Macaulay Library. Even today, the immensity of that
contribution is second only to Ted Parker’s.
In his final years, having already had a heart attack, and hav-

ing nearly been killed in a crash with a Coca-Cola delivery
truck, Schwartz did some writing for Encyclopedia Britannica
(Schwartz 1975b), worked on the taxonomy of seedeaters
(Schwartz 1975a), corresponded with Dean Amadon about a
planned book on tinamous, and was engaged in studio and
field work on Tiaris grassquits with Betsy Thomas and on Wire-
tailed Manakins with David Snow (Schwartz and Snow 1978).
He had numerous other research projects that were left unfin-
ished at the time of his sudden death on 19 April 1979.
On a loose sheet of notepaper his daughter found later, he

confessed how painful it was for him to write scientific papers:
“Agony! But like childbirth, one has to go through with it. I of-
ten wish I could team up with someone, as did Gilbert and Sul-
livan...I should do the field work...and a partner would do the
writing.” Miguel Lentino of La Colección Phelps, in a painstak-
ing show of dedication and tribute, was able to complete sev-
eral of the unfinished projects, which he presented in a series
of 1980s publications in Spanish, with Schwartz designated
magnanimously as the posthumous lead author (Schwartz and
Lentino 1984a, 1984b, 1985). Perhaps Schwartz finally did
find in Lentino the “Gilbert” who could put words to his mu-
sic, but—sadly—he was never able to enjoy the benefits of that
collaboration.
During his life there had been some tributes, and there were

a few after his death. Five books were dedicated to Schwartz:
Delacour and Amadon (1973), Skutch (1977), Keast and
Morton (1980), Snow (1982), and Goodwin (1988). So also
was a paper (Fitzpatrick et al. 1977) and tape recordings by
Parker (1985) and Ross and Whitney (1995). And Ed Willis
named a bird species after him (Willis 1992): Schwartz’s
Antthrush (Chamaeza turdina) has a particularly memorable,
lengthy song, and Schwartz himself had hypothesized in
1971 that it represented a separate species, but it was left to

Willis to prove him correct.
Ted Parker, who revered Schwartz for his recording expertise,

was sometimes heard to shout after he had gotten a recording of
which he was especially proud, “That’s just as good as Schwartz!”
(M. Isler, personal communication). When Parker met William
Gunn for the first time a year or two after Schwartz’s death, they
got to talking about him and his many contributions, and the
lamentable lack of acknowledgment he received during his life-
time. Parker remarked, “He really mastered a lot of different
things. I don’t think he’s ever gotten as much credit as he de-
serves” (D. Wickstrom, personal communication).
A fitting final comment on Schwartz’s life work on birds, and

a singular tribute, was found in a letter that Schwartz’s friend
and collaborator, the late David Snow, sent to his daughter
Kristin shortly after Snow learned of her father’s death: “I nev-
er met a more dedicated field worker than your father, and his
technical ability was outstanding too. The combination of these
two qualities resulted in some of the best work that has ever
been done on neotropical birds.”

At the time of his death, Schwartz had left behind a substantial
backlog of unpublished data. Fortunately, his collaborator Miguel
Lentino managed to get a fair bit of Schwartz’s work into print—
for example, a posthumous 1984 paper on the taxonomic status
of the Wing-banded Antbird. Limbo, Panama; July 1985.
Photo by © John G. Blake–VIREO.
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